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• 5 X 4 Slot, 20 win lines 
• Wilds
• High paying symbols :  500 X total wager for  5 Diamond or 

Wilds  on a pay line
• Bonus and Super Bonus games which can be won on any spin
• Additional Bonus and Super Bonus Mystery Wheel prizes 
• Collectable Knocks with Automated Knock Outs (KO) to      

improved the chances of triggering the Bonus game
• Purchasable Super Bonus Game for bigger and more wins 

96% RTP

No skill is required and all results are determined by a certified RNG.

Features

Fruit Punch is a Green Jade signature ‘Knockout’ slot game 
with a clean minimalist design so that players can focus on 
the core slot game experience.  

Wins are distributed via generous paylines and Bonus or Super 
Bonus game wins which may also include additional bonus 
Mystery prizes. 
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Game Name
Game ID
Game Type
Game Theme
Pay Lines
Slot RTP %
Max Multiplier (single wager)
Progressive
Auto-play Features
Volatility
Total Hit Frequency
Features
Bonus Game
Free Spins Game
Progressive Jackpot/s
Languages
Screen Footprint
Mobile Portrait Mode

Fruit Punch KO
fruitpunchko
5x4 Slot
Fruit
20 lines, paying from left to right
96%
1495 x wager
No
Yes
Medium - High
26.92%
Wilds and Bonus Symbols
Yes and a super bonus game
No
No
24 Languages fully supported
16:9 - any screen aspect ratio fully supported
Yes

GENERAL INFORMATION



This is a medium volatility slot game with 11 base 
symbols over 20 paylines plus 2 bonus symbols. The 
highest win on a single pay line is 500 X the total 
wager.  During the base game the player collects 
‘knocks’ which are automatically used to improve 
the chances of entering the Bonus game.  

There is also a rare super bonus medal which if it 
lands in reel 5 triggers the Super Bonus game.

• Both Desktop Landscape and Mobile Portrait 
mode usage is supported.

• Auto play is supported in jurisdictions which 
permit it’s use.

• The Super Bonus game may be purchased at any 
time in jurisdictions that permit it’s use.

BASE GAME



• Each spin collects 1/5 of a Knock and causes the 
‘Knock’ Meter (displayed on the RHS side above ) to 
increase up to a maximum of 9 knocks. 

• The Automated Knockout feature mechanic appears 
in the Base Game and will Knock Out (K.O.) symbols 
on the reels to line up the Bonus Medals and trigger 
the Bonus game. The automated feature means no 
player skill is required in this game. 

• In order to line up the medals for the Bonus, there 
must be 3 or more adjacent Bonus Medals in a 
horizontal row, anywhere on the reels. 

• Bonus Medals themselves cannot be knocked out 
and the K.O. mechanic cannot be used to line up 
non-Bonus Medal pay line wins.

AUTOMATED KNOCK-OUT FEATURE



• When there are 3 or more gold Bonus Medals in view lined up 
horizontally and adjacent the Bonus game will be activated.

• The Bonus game is a ‘pick-me’ style game where the player 
picks from the 20 Gold Bonus Medals. 

• Players are given up to 3 ‘lives’ and each time a ‘X’ is picked 
they lose a life.  Picks end when they have no more ‘lives’ left.  
I.e. they have picked the same number of ‘X’s as the number 
of ‘lives’ they were awarded.

• When the picks process is finished a Mystery Wheel spins to 
award an additional Mystery prize which is added to the play-
er’s winnings.



• A separate Super Bonus game is available for 
bigger and more frequent wins. This can be 
purchased separately or won naturally in the 
game via the Super Bonus symbol landing on 
reel 5 during normal spins. 

• The Super Bonus is effectively a separate 
sub-game with the same RTP as the main 
game.

• The Super Bonus game looks and behaves the 
same as the normal Bonus game except that 
the multipliers and values are bigger.
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